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Crop duster helps Levy County farmer 

 
The yellow airplane flies just above the crop on Tuesday morning (Oct. 12) 
as Ty Hiers pilots it. 
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     LEVY COUNTY – A pilot from North Florida Ag Services Inc. of Lake City 
(Columbia County) flying a 2012 S2R-T34 single-prop airplane built by Thrush Aircraft 
helped a Levy County farmer Tuesday morning (Oct. 12). 
 

 
 

 
This set of clips 
captures a few 
of the passes by 
the crop duster 
over what 
appears to be 
corn growing in 
Levy County. 
Click on 
the PHOTO to 
see the video. 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJ6QYlFVGbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJ6QYlFVGbQ
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     Ty Hiers was flying the airplane that day. 
     Mike Emery owns North Florida Ag Services Inc. It is based in Lake City (Columbia 
County. The company helps farmers in the Tri-County Area of Levy County, Dixie 
County, Gilchrist County and beyond. 
     Fall is in the air, and Hiers, an outstanding crop-dusting pilot was in the air as well. 
Pass after pass, the pilot buzzed the crops and dropped droplets of something to help 
them. 
     Pass after pass, a casual observer could notice Hiers was applying the best amount of 
material in an organized pattern. Banking to the left, banking to the right, pulling up on 
the directional controls to make the crop-duster swoop up and then letting it dive, while 
assuring the spray went to the plants as desired, the pilot accomplished his mission. 
 

 
The airplane passes over an irrigation device. A bird is seen on one side of 
the mist being applied. 
 

 
The mist drops from the airplane as it quickly gains altitude. 
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The wires on either side of the two sides of the Levy County road where the 
pilot was applying droplets are among the obstacles where he needed to 
avoid. This plane is built for maneuvering. 
 

 
The plane looks like it is going to hit an irrigation device, but that is simply 
from the angle of the picture being taken. 
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A postcard type of setting shows the plane above the field. 
 

 
Pilot Ty Hiers banks the airplane to make another pass. Clouds form in the 
background. 
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Appearing as if it is a high-flying lawnmower, the crop-dusting airplane 
delivers its droplets very closely to the target. 
 

 
A classic view of the crop duster shows it in all of its glory. 
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The plane passes on the other side of a tree from the point where a 
photographer stands. 
 

 
Captured for one-sixtieth of one-second the plane appears to be floating in 
air. Instead, it zips by at low altitude. 
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A light mist streams from the airplane’s delivery system. 
 
 
 

 

A 
swirling 
ball of 
mist 
shows 
the air 
current 
flow as 
the 
plane 
goes 
higher. 
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The crop duster is seen in a mode as if it was a fighter plane strafing 
an enemy target, or it can be viewed as a pilot buddy saying hello to the best 
journalist is North Central Florida. 
 

 
The plane mists crops on one side of a thin lime rock road. 
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Mist flies out as the Ty Hiers makes the plane gain altitude to clear some 
trees. 


